
Th« Kraalin may be prepared to forestall URGA recognition of the South
Korean regime by proposing a "federation'* of tbb two competing "National"
governments (page 3)« President Rhee has undertaken drastio counter*
measures against forces opposing his government (page 6)»

Serious Japanese trade diffioul ties are being caused by TC interest
(page 5)« A olinvax is approaohing in Japanese legislative efforts to
delimit trade union rights in the olvil service (SECTION III, page 15),

In China the military situation of the National Government has beocsoe
exceedingly critical as lie result of recent defeats (page 7) , The
Chinese Coumuaiste are emphasising urban administration as part of their
drive to take over large cities (page 7}* The Knag-standing deadlock in
Sinkiang between Chinese officials and pro-Soviet dissidents may soon be
resolved through Sino-Soviat negotiations (page 7). loss of the Kailan
coal mines to the Communists would sharply ourtail Nationalist China *s
dwindling industrial capacity (page 8)»

& Siaasl Rvb|4? Phibul is demonstrating hlB ability to strengthen his
position (page 10)

«

In Indochina the French appear to be preparing for another fall military
offensive (page 10)o Meanwhile in Paris Ambassador Caffery has reiterated
the US position regarding apacific BOA aid for Indochina (page 10)

»
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SUMMARY (ooatdtttted)

The Republic of Indonesia appear* to have been successful is its
military drive against Ccmtomist (page 11) • The aooeptanod of the US
plan by both the Dutoh and Indonesians paves the nay for resumption of
00C negotiations*

In Bursa tension between Burnans and Karens is increasing (page 12)*

An adverse reaction is expected in the Philippines to a US decision
to disband the Philippine Scouts (pago id)*
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SECTION IX. JTBVEI/JPJffiNTB IN SPECIFIED AREAS

GENERAL

Kremlin may propose compromise on Korea at UN "A"

The Soviet UN delegation nay make a conciliatory proposal when, the
Korean problem is presented to the ourrent UJSGA session* It is considered
probable that the Kremlin is prepared to forestall UIKJA recognition of the
South Korean regime an ostensible concession in the fora of a proposal for
the "federation" of the two competing Korean "national” governments. She
Kremlin doubtless has had no illusions that its elaborate efforts to match*
step-by-step, the development of a new government in the south could
euoceod in scouring UK recognition for its puppet regime in the north* It
is more likely that these Soviet moves were so timed as to assure a good
bargaining position in the forthcoming UNGA discussions of the Korean problem*
A Soviet "federation" proposal would do difficult to ignore end would appear
sufficiently conciliatory to incline many member ziationA toward delaying a
final tllSJA decision on another delicate situation in which it cannot
effectively intervene* Should this point of view prevail, the Kremlin would
have suooeeded lh forcing the UN to aooord equal recognition to a govern-
ment created in defiance of its resolutions and to one created under its
auBpioes* This would have tt severely damaging effeot on the domestic
prestige of the infant "Republic of Korea" and would leave the Soviet
position unimpaired since there would be almost limitless opportunities for
Soviet obstructionist tactics in any subsequent negotiations on the principles
and procedures of "federaiiodo"

China *b relations with other Far East countries «R"

Greater Chinese interest in promoting cordial relations with Par
Eastern countries and in closer alignment with the US vis-a-vis the USSR is
indioated in reoent statements by two National Government leaders. Foreign
Minister Wang Shih-chieh and former Premier Ohixng Chung* The Foreign
Minister at tee UNGA in Paris stressed the importance to the Far East of a
freo and united Korea, and praised tee US and the Philippines for granting
de facto recognition to the southern Korean regime. He warned outside
countries not to interfere with self-determination of the peoples of Asia,
at the same time pointing out Asia’s under-ropresentation in the Security
and Economic and Social Councils. Chang Chun, in a publlo statement on his
return from Japan, approved SCAP’s policy in Japan and assured the Chinese
that Japan was no longer a military or economic threat to China. He urged
the creation of an Aslatio eoonomio bloc to include Japan and the early
convocation of tee Japanese peaoe conference* Though speaking in no official
capacity, Chang has been considered as acting as Chiang Kai-shek’s alter ego

SBOnDrp
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GENERAL (continued)

and his recommendations regarding Japan represent a significant contrast
to the vehement anti-Japanese feeling so frequently manifest in China*
However, barring greatly inoreasod immediate US aid, continuing deteriora-
tioa in Nationalist China increases the vulnerability of the National
Government to Soviet overtures to mediate the Civil war and tends to
neutralise any positive and independent efforts China may make in foreign
relations

«

Kafr Siamese policy vis-a-vis French Indoohina implemented KB”

The recent visit of a Siamese military and friendship mission to
Saigon has apparently resulted in a pew Siamese policy of cooperation with
Prance vis-a-vis Indochina* Although support for Indochinese "free" move-
ments in Siam was withdrawn after the assumption of power by the Pb.ibul
regime, little was done to inhibit the activities of these refugee groups 0

Since Ihe return of the mission, however, the Siamese police have been
ordered to deny the right of /e-entry to Indochinese refugees who leave
Siam and attempt to return* Moreover, the Indochinese refugees are checked
at several different plaoes after crossing into Siam and now are expressly
prohibited from holding demonstrations or possessing arms* Since determin-
ing who are now and returned refugees is difficult, the implementation of
there new orders may resul.fc in the exclusion of all new refugees from
Indoohina* In addition, Siamese police have been crossing into Lao terri-
tory, apparently with French consent, and are reported to have stopped
several food shipments "ho Laotian guerrillas across the northeast border 0

The genesis for this new Siamese policy probably comas frbti Siam*s
premier, Marshal Phib7.il, who is' reported to be expecting .Franoe to return
part (Lanohang) of the areab retroceded to Indochina by Siam in 194€> ? In
May 1948, Premier ,Pb.ibul publicly announced that Siam had dropped thb
question of ownership of the four disputed provinces which Siam took by
military action ar'i Japanese assistance in 1941* This etaternopt ms be-
lieved to have beon made in return for early French recognition of Phibul* a
now government* Jlovfever, it would appear that Phibul has been able to
effect a now agreement*
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Japanese tradu difficultiee caused ^
hTrTTit.iiHfld tha dlfHoulti.es engendered by PS Interests which have cur-

tailed export sales by Japan. These include such salient factors ass the

G0C cotton agreement which prohibited sales of Japanese cotton textiles in

the US during a period most favorable for such sales and dollar accruals

therefrom; opposition by US textile groups to sales of Japanese cotton

textiles to other areas capable of paying dollars; restrictions on areas

of procurement of raw cotton resulting in incurring dollar costs ror

textiles most of which are marketed in sterling areas; efforts by US ship-

building Interests to relate US and Japanese selling prices of different

Quality of construction and materials; urgent requests by the US Maritime

Commission that IB shipping be specified in commercial deals pi fP1?'® {“

SCAP policy to sell FOB Japan and buy CIF Japan; vigorous protests by US

textile machinery manufacturers against the pricing of textile machinery

gold to India on tee basis of undercutting US price levels; and opposi-

tion to the importation of Japanese processed fish into the US, Including

a formal resolution by a State legislature.

The difficulties as to procurement of cotton and sales of cotton

textiles outlined by SCAP are being overcome in large part by such actions

as US banking syndicate loans, the revolving fund set up by the US Congress,

the occupied Japan export-import revolving fund, and the recently concluded

sterling area agreements providing for sales for sterling. On the other

hand, the pressure of US private shipping and fish products interests,

enhanced by lingering wartime hostility mill be major obstacles which can

be expected to continue for soma time.

In addition, SCAP states that other influences preventing the full

utilisation of Japanese resources for application to Japanese economic

recovery or for maximizing foreign exchange income are: the continuous

contributions to the Korean economy without reimbursement;! initial open

account sales to China of products badly needed in Japan for which thora

is still outstanding an indebtedness of approximately §7,000,000, and

utilization of Japanese resources in implementation of the program of

reparations removals.

Efforts are being made currently to stimulate Chinese exports of iron

ore and salt so as to cut down its trade deficit with Japan, The eAer

cost items are short-term which will be eliminated within the next couple

of years.

ET
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KOREA

WW8ftt MS nwrg^i.iV" wi
threat ©lists but that Bhs« Is motivated by a desire to stiixe graving

popoXar opposition. In any event, his aofclona mill serve to oaks the

brewing political crisis more acute and nay precipitate a showdown

between the opposing political forces before Korea* a case is disposed

of by the OH. Hhee'a Minister of Hone Affairs claiffiB, by the arrest

of the reputed ringleaders in .Seoul, to have frustrated an alleged

rightist plot to overthrow the gcvernaent. Three leftist newspapers

have been closed, and twenty editors and newspaper staff members of

various Seoul papers have been charged with fomenting revolution by

the publication of ,,laisleading,, news.

Widespread opposition to Rhee's policies, evident both in the

Rational Assembly and in the Seoul press, has been spawned by his

unpopular stand in favor of an effective rice collection bill, his

controversial Cabinet appointments, and general apprehension over his

broad constitutional powers*

Shoe's police action against rightist and moderate political

opponents, suppression of the critical Seoul press, and veto of the

Assembly's rice collection bill will only serve to unite the opposition

groups in the Assembly who have been planning an anti-Ehee coalition to

effect constitutional changes reducing the President's power.

«B«
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Th® National Qovarnwnt* a military position Is "exceedingly critical

as a result of severe military reverses suffered during the past wesko

Successive Coaununist attacks outfcing through the

of the Jehol-Liaoning corridor against the troops of FU fso-yi and KAN

Han°ohieh have isolated nationalist units, there oy eacting the ***6®

for their annihilation. Concurrently Communists are attacking the Kwei

Tatung sector forcing FU Tao-yi to move his troops west co procecctho

vital Peioine-Suiyuan Railroad thereby weakening the Peiping-rientsin

sector. Following the fall of Tsinan nine Red columns were released

for further operations. Pour of these ooluans are now reported moving

south, possibly toward hsuchou. This force constitutes for the Communists

a large strategic reserve which the Government is totally lacking in

any sector. In Manchuria the Generalissimo ordered the Nationalist

commander T*EI U=huang to air-lift one army from Kukden to Chinhsien

but the air-lift was not completed due to Communist capture of the air

strip. IttI has also been ordered to move 15 of the remaining 4U

divisions defending Mukden southwest to assist FAN Han-ehlch in ^s

attempt to hold the corridor. WEI U-huang has so far failed to carry

out the Generalissimo's orders. Throughout all operational areas the

Communists retain th. initiative and capability »f

strength in any are. without sacrificing any cf their pr.ssnt

Some US military observers believe cessation of large-scale Nationalist

military resistance may only be a "matter of time.

The Chinese Communists are cow emphasizing urban administration as

cart of their drive to capture and hold cities. They are intensify ng

JfSrtSU ha. been develcping for several months and vhich contrasts

with their former program aimed at rural administration* In capturing

oities they hope to assume control of the Nationalist urban political

and economic machinery unimpaired by offering protection to practicably

all elements of the populations including foreigners, providing thejr

cooperate with the conquerors. Their own political cadres are bei^e

trained to co in with the army and keep the municipal organs operating

affccSvay £ connection with their policy toward cities the Consist,

are also stressing industrial development and are appealing to P*™t
capital and skilled technicians whose assistance they undoubtedly nee c

Their emphasis on cities is an indication of the progress the Co^unists

are making in carrying out a coordinated military, economic and political

program.

A Sino~Soviet agreement concerning Sinkiang may be forthcoming.

There are Bigne that the long-standing deadlock between Onineae officials

and pro-Soviet Hi dissidents in SInkiang may soon be resolved t>y an

SEGRET
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understanding between the USSR and representatives of Gen. CHANG CMho

olumg, top Chinese offioial for Northwest China. The replacement of

Binkiang Garrison Commander Gen. SUNG Hai-lien* strongly anti

and an advocate of rule by force, by Gen. XAO Shih-yueh. a conciliatory

"politician-general” like OHAWG Chib-chung, suggests that the letter

my be laying the groundwork for an agreement with the USbR. Hecent

reports^of a relaxation of the Soviet grip on the Hi area of .»l**Unc

suggest that arrangements for Soviet mediation in Sinkiang may be underwayo

Renegotiation of the Sino-Soviet Aviation Agreement may well be tool

in such an arrangement. LIU Tse-yung, foreign Office commissioner for

Sinklang who ia said to be on excellent terms with the Russians, *«*

to Alma Ata five weeks ago with authority to negotiate a new^rline

agreement. He may also be discussing the overall Sinkiang problem with

the USSR*

Although there is precedent for a purely local Sino-Soviet under-

standing in Sinkiang, it is possible that Soviet mediation there at

this time could* 1) broaden into discussions of all
eBt

Soviet iBsuea, including the question of coalition wl th the Chinese

Communists, should the National Government accept a formal offer oi

Soviet mediation; or could 2) be one of a aeries of local agreements,

should Nationalist China drift into regional warlordism.

Shanghai* s coal supply has reached a dangerous low0 No coal ship-

ments‘TTomThe“i5poHsntrT^^ since IS September

with the result that Shanghai* s stockpile is already well below the

emergency level of 60,000 tons. Furthermore, no coal 1 b expected to

be shipped from the K&ilan mines for three or four more weeks a b the

Communists continue to block the railroad to the port of Chinhuangtao.

The possibility of Communist capture of the mines is increased by the **

diversion elsewhere of Nationalist troops from eastern Hopei and, in any

case, the Nationalists are incapable of preventing Communist interruption

of the railroado Since Nationalist industries and power plants depend **

on Kailaa coal for 10% of their requirements, the loss of the nines

will sharply curtail China 6 s dwindling industrial capacity,,

Shanghai economic control area expanded. Gen, CHIAKG Ching-kuo* s

jurisdiction has been extended to cover the provinces of Chekiang#

Anhwei and Kiangsu (including Nanking), an area comprising, in terms of

the Chinese economy, the richest section of the country in agricultural

and industrial production. This extension would permit supervision o^.

the source of Shanghai ®s food and raw material supplies which

have failed to reach the city in sufficient volume. Also th© flight ol

local hoardings to surrounding areas will now come under CHIAHG a purview.

In spite of this enlarged sphere, price stabilisation is expected to
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fail in orient of the small segment of the total economy in which control
measures are oven remotely possible®

Currency/Pr1oas

»

Mo significant econoiaio developments attributable
to the of tfstean to the Communists hare yet been observed* however 0

repercussions are expected when the loss of this strategic city is fully
realised, The Shanghai foreign exchange black market is still confined
to undercover dealings} meanwhile, the future stability of the gold
yuan rests almost entirely on the Government’s ability to hold the line
militarily, Shanghai prices changed little during the past week due
to polioe measures which have resulted in oompressing an already tight
commodity market* The price freeze has retarded the flow of consumer
goods and raw materials to the metropolitan urea while inflationary
idle funds are beginning to accumulate, Parnera are generally unwilling
to sell their goods at the low ceiling prices. However, prices in
uncontrolled olties continue to rise.

SECRET
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SIAM

n.n.,1 amaiflJdatea Dosition* It Is hollered that Premier Phibul,

a nroaraa </ooSffa.lon with Frame, la endeavgrineto
*/, « • .ill—yk w MMaftiins tn Siamese irrsd^itiast \S®#- w»*®*®*

“JS8
<Se retcrn to Siam of the Xanchang

SS’Lai^a^^mm SfeotSeU the recent neataaing of Meeppoai-

5£ to Parliament, he can be ooneidered firmly ^tranchaa. Farthermor^.tha

efficient auppreaaion of an attmptedconp d etat on 1 October is ertdame

of Phlbol'8 iibility to further consolidate hie position.

IBDOCHm

sSa ansiass*“
a=s^‘srs^sM^,

S€S‘5s”tt:SSSSiSs ssr- st
draw their forces to Cochtnchlna and Cactoodia.

:

ns ooaitlon on BCA aid
’

WetsSTto! ^^^de'Sd^o^f^c^laaLbl.V

rnd^n^SaS^t^t
2*5SK SSSSrrh'CrXr^ aaaittanc^

Il ia Subtfhl that any positive action vdll be

SSfSTtSS ™!S^Sh ootid solve the Indochina problem.

B""
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INDONESIA

tadbftggiftn Reptfellc aao&asBful in military drive against Communists . "Bw

Bjr Zi ^^pteofcer ii' appeared ibit the Eopubiic hatS been only moderately ’*

sucoesafhl in coping with the Communist insurrection (ace map), However,
oq 30 Septenfesr troops of the Republican Ansy (TNI) betook Uhdloen where
12 days; before Communists led by Soviet-trained i&eso had announced the
formation of a Coranartlst government. Following the fall of Mhdloen end
several Smaller oitlee in its vicinity the main Communist forces, consist-*

ing of about three battalions, are reported to have withdrawn to the moun-
tains southeast of lfed£oen» Republican officials estimate that remnants of
Communist forces will be eliminated in about two months. It la expected,
however, that extremists in the Republic will continue to take advantage of
the serious internal economic difficulties increasingly aggravated by the
Netherlands economic blockade and the lack of communications between
Republican areas.

Acceptance of US plan paves way for resumption of negotiations . Accept- "An

ance of hne 'i
J5 B(degatic«* s draft agreement on Indonesia by both the Neth-

erlands and Republican Governments paves tho way for resumption of negotia-

tions under the UN Good Offices Committee ((X)C)* The Republic qualified its

acceptance by stating that it reserved the right to take any position in the

course of discussions on the US paper which it may find desirable. The Repub-

lic also maintained that the actual resumption of negotiations depends upon

the settlement of three problems.* (1) return of a Republican shrine in Batavia
which the Dutch confiscated in August; (2) immunity of members and personnel

of the Republican Delegation shea in Netherlands-controlled territory; (3) re-
consideration of an order by Netherlands Indies authorities that Republican

officials and their families leave Batavia. The Netherlands Government has

announced that It will accept the US proposals with the same reservations
attached by the Republic to Its acceptance. With regard to, the above three

conditions stipulated by the Republic, the Netherlands has intimated that It

will adopt as conciliatory an attitude as possible in return for which the
Netherlands expects the Republic to assure full implementation of tha January

1%6 truce agreement, including suppression of infiltration, sabotage, guer-
rilla activities, and opium smuggling.

It is believed that each side has the ability to risks the relatively simple

concessions required by the other in order to resume the negotiations. The
major test will con© in the actual negotiations where both the Republicans

end the Dutch will be forced, if a compromise settlement is to be achieved

under the GCC, to alter substantially the position taken by them for the
past three years.
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BurmaiHKaren tension Increases , Increasing tension between Karens f’B"

Md Burmans has oevelopecl as a result of the recent defection of Karen
military police elements in eastern Burma* Karen leaders and elders*
with a view towards a peaceful and democratic settlement of the Keren
autonomy question, are reported attempting to restrain the more radical
Karen elements bat so far have not been entirely successful. Although no
clashes between, Karens and Government forces have yet been reported, Smith-
Dun* the Karen commander of the Burmese Army, is reported to be less optimis-
tic over the situation. A delicate political balance obtains at present in
which Premier Thakin Mu cannot do without Smith-Dun and the Karens. This
prevents Thakin Mu from making any compromise with the Communists to whom
the Karons are unalterably opposed. Should a Burman-Karen showdown occur*
it is likely that Smith-Dun and other Karens in the arrqy would resign and
side with their om people,

PHILIPPPPSS

Adverse reaction expected to T?S decision on Philippine Scouts . Con- «B"
aiderable adverse reaction can be axpecteci'in the Philippines when a US
decision affecting the Philippine Scouts becomes public knowledge. Embassy
’'anila has recently been instructed to deliver an aide memoirs to President
Quirino stating that the US has decided* as a general rule* not to re-enllst
alien meaibers of the Philippine Scouts. (The Philippine Scouts are a unit
of the US Army formed early in the century and consisting of Filipino en-
listed men largely under US officers.) This decision ms bae^d on traditional
US policy not to utilize alien troops and became necessary because of the
independent status of the Philippines. However, Scouts who enlisted in the
prewar period and those who are American citizens will be given an opportunity
to enlist in the Regular US Army* Disbandment of the Scouts oil a phased basis
is expected to be completed by 30 September 1949.
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SECTION Itl. DIGEST Cf IMPORTANT STUDIES AND ESTIMATES

'\*Wx ismi aim
Japanese government efforts to amend existing civil service legisla-

tion to implement the limitation of trade union rights for government
employees suggested in General BacArthur'e letter to Premier Aahida of
22 July are approaching a climax. Oovernaent-GEQ, SCAP negotiations
have elicited general cabinet understanding on the terms of the measure
end an agreement for the convocation of the extraordinary Diet session
to consider the proposed legislation commencing 11 October. Passage of
the Mil in its present form is assured unless (1) modifications are
forced on SCAP and the Japanese Government by the US Government under
pressure from other members of the Far Eastern Commission or (2) Diet
deliberations produce changes acceptable to SCAP.

SCAP5 s interest in the passage of this legislation stems from his
responsibility for the maintenance of peace and order in Japan and from
his desire to prevent stoppages in critical government services, particu-
lary those of transportation and communication, which have in the past
and may in the future threaten Japan's economic recovery. Strike bans
have twice in the past been used to avert specific dangers. In sponsor-
ing legislative rather than executive action SCAP concedes the chronic
character of the threat of labor unrest in Japan which can be expected
to continue until the conditions of economic stability arc assured 0

t

In forwarding the revised National Publlo Service Law draft which
has his approval, the Supreme Commander notes that following the Soviet
attack on the principles embodied in his letter of July 22, ideological
oonfliot has increased in Japan with manifest encouragement to local
Communists. General HacArthur believes that any public show of lack of
support by the American Government would gravely weaken the US position
In Japan and throughout the Far East and render his position extremely
difficult if not untenable.

In view of its promise to soratinize Japanese legislation on this
subject for comform&nce with occupation objectives, the US Government is
Confronted with issue of accepting the draft and defending it against
attack in the FEC by use of the veto necessary or of stipulating that
Changes be made with the risk of loss of face by SCAP.

The draft bill's terms with regard to the trade union rights of
government employees represent an easing of the restrictions which have
obtained under the cabinet order. In contrast with the interim ordinance
which blanketed all government employees with a prohibition of the right
to strike and to bargain collectively, the draft bill recognizes the

SEQffET
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distinction, suggested in General BaoArthur’e letter, between employment
in government agencies (civil service) and in government-operated enter-
prises 0 In pursuance of this distinction the draft revision provides for
the establishment of public corporations for the government-operated rail-
maps ,and for the totaooo and other monopolies, the till would permit
employees of these corporations to bargain collectively, and although main-
taining the ban on the right to strike would provide arbitration machinery
to hear disputes not settled by existing conciliation and mediation facil-
ities.

Nevertheless the draft revisions in the form approved by General
NacArthUr comprise a relatively conservative resolution of the points of
issue in the original SOAP letter and the Cabinet order raised by the
Soviet and British Commonwealth representatives in Tokyo and Washington
end by opponents of the restriction in the Japanese Government. This
draft is not likely to satisfy the demands of the Soviet Onion which has
demanded an FBG directive recalling SCAP 8s letter. As long as the pre-
eminent position of the OS in carrying out occupation aims in Japan is
recognised Soviet disapproval need cot compel revision of specific policy
measures such as this. It remains to be seen, however, whether British
Commonwealth Representatives will consider that the bill’s provisions
provide adequate guarantees of trade union rights. OK, Australia, and
Vsw Zealand have no objection to the general denial of the right to
strike on the part of civil servants* The draft provisions, however,
fall to aecord the following rights, to which the British Common-
wealth countries have become accustomed by years of experience: the
right of collective bargaining coupled with the right of appeal to arbi-
tration for all regular civil servants and the exception of the employees
of government-operated enterprises from no-atrike legislation. Provision
in Idle bill of arbitral procedure of the settlement of disputes arising
with employees of this latter category, however, may be considered by the
IS, at least, as an acceptable substitute in recognition of a pecularlty
(i.e. immaturity) in the trade union situation in Japan,

Whether the Japanese Socialist Party will accept the present draft
depends on left-wing calculations of the political benefit of opposition
status o The limitations embodied in the interim ordinance were a serious
blow to their trado union supporters and greatly embarrased the Socialists.
Nevertheless, the Socialists have concentrated their efforts towards affect-
ing modifications through democratic processes before the passage of perman-
ent legislation. During the period of drafting Socialist ministers obtained
Government agreement on the inclusion of principles similar to those raised
in British Commonwealth representations,, These principles were not included
in the drafts emlnating from final conferences between the Japanese Govern-
ment and SOAP.
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It is reported that only consideration of the penal provisions is delay*-

ing the full Cabinet agreement expected before the measure is placed before
the Diet. Socialist criticism of those provisions providing for criminal
rather than administrative punishment for violations related to the present
lav partakes In part the nature of a delaying action,, Socialist ministers
in order avoid the onus of precipitating the fall of the cabinet by opposing
the government's endorsement of the SCAP-aporoved draft National Public
Service lav are awaiting (1) the outcome of the Showa Denko scandal which is

threatening the life of the Cabinet; and (2) the development of OS and FEC
reaction to the draft. On the other hand, the Socialists because they (1)

fear the levying of further restrictions on labor by conservative forces

should the Socialists withdraw from the coalition; and (2) desire continued
administrative power, are inolined to compromise. On the other hand, they
stand to gain additional prestige in Japan if they succeed through inter-
national pressure on SCAP in preserving for government employees the widest
poseible sphere of trade union rights.
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